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Founded in 2012, Simon Blake Interiors derives inspiration from 

everyday life and develops products of great value. We focus 

on lighting — table lamps, floor lamps, fixtures and pendants.  

We also present a smaller but equally sharp line of decorative 

accessories. 

We develop hundreds of new styles every year and work  

towards creating a line that meets a broad range of product  

trends. To do so, we work with a range of mediums including  

crystal, glass, metal, wood, ceramic and more. 

Our advantage is twofold: a youthful, refined eye for product  

design and, just as important, years spent in the wholesale and 

retail sectors by our principals. That experience gives us a tactical 

business acumen that serves every customer, from boutiques to 

big box retailers. 

Our team provides exclusive and customer-focused attention which 

we believe provides a unique experience for our customers.
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GLASS  COLORED

PEBBLE  LAMP
#721721
This art glass table lamp is made 
from sea glass in a teal tone with 
white wash pattern applied.

Height: 28.25“

OL IVE  LAMP
#718751-4
This tear drop shaped art 
glass lamp has neutral shades 
of incorporated color.

Height: 30“

AZURE  LAMP
#720612
This sea-green, art glass table 
lamp is hand-etched, making 
each piece unique.

Height: 29.5“

MARINA LAMP
#720613
This sea-green, art glass table 
lamp is hand-etched, making 
each piece unique.

Height: 29.25“
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ROSEWOOD LAMP
#719301-4
This simple art glass body  
features an interior finish 
of a swirled pattern.

Height: 30.5“

GLASS  COLORED

MORRIS  LAMP
#723181-1
This oversized table lamp is 
made from recycled glass.

Height: 31.25“

AMARA LAMP
#AGI-V252
This art glass lamp that is 
hand-sanded, making each 
piece unique.

Height: 25.5“

ROSEMARY LAMP
#719351
This simple art glass lamp has 
a speckled, graduated colored 
body atop a crystal base.

Height: 29“

SURF  LAMP
#720160
This two tone art glass table 
lamp has a water bubble motif 
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 28.25“

RIVERA LAMP
#723465
This art glass lamp features 
inner lines giving it an optic 
look. 

Height: 28“

BOURNE  LAMP
#723544
This teardrop art glass body 
is highlighted with inner lines 
and a smooth exterior.

Height: 30“

RITA  LAMP
#720854
Ths simple art glass table lamp 
has a speckled, colored body 
with gold fales, and sits atop  
a metal base.

Height: 30.5“
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GLASS  COLORED

BOTTLE- 1  LAMP
#724044
This fillable art glass table lamp 
has a crackled body and is 
done in a light pink finish. It is 
accentuated by the cork top.

Height: 26.5”

WINE  LAMP
#716594-10
This silver art glass jug table lamp 
is done in a heavy bubble finish.

Height: 30.25”

MULTIPLE  LAMP
#721725
This fluted art glass table lamp 
is done in plum with a heavy 
bubbled finish.

Height: 30.5”

BOTTLE -2  LAMP
#724045
This fillable art glass table lamp 
has a crackled body and is 
done in a grey finish. It is  
accentuated by the cork top.

Height: 29”
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GLASS  COLORED

OLD LAMP
#715880-4
This bottle shaped art glass table 
lamp is done in smoke grey color 
with a caramel drizzle.

Height: 31.25”

RIBBON LAMP
#721520
This sea foam green art glass bottle 
shaped lamp is fixed with ribbon 
pieces attached to the body.

Height: 23.75”

BEAUTY  LAMP AMBER
#721746
This thick art glass table lamp 
is finished in amber tones.

Height: 28”

KETTLE  LAMP
#721653
This grey art glass table lamp is hand 
sanded making each piece unique.

Height: 27”

BEAUTY  LAMP BLUE
#721746-P
This thick art glass table lamp 
is finished in blue tones.

Height: 28”
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GLASS  MERCURY/MIRRORED

GRONK LAMP WHITE
#720149-1
This triple stacked glass ball with silver 
finish consists of one fluid body and 
sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 33“

GRONK LAMP GOLD 
#720149
This triple stacked glass ball with gold 
finish consists as one fluid body and 
sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 33“

CARLTON LAMP
#714702
This simple bottle style glass 
table lamp has an antique 
mirrored finish. 

Height: 29“

SHEPHARD LAMP
#715946
This glass table lamp has an 
antique mirrored finish and 
is etched with a matte floral 
pattern.

Height: 24.75“

HEBALL  LAMP
#721303
This metal caged captured 
glass body is finished in 
antique mercury.

Height: 24.5”
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BULLET  LAMP
#720231
This glass cylinder table lamp 
has a distressed mirrored finish 
and brass metal accents.

Height: 29.25“

GLASS  MERCURY/MIRRORED

CAROL  LAMP
#719537-1
This glass table lamp has a 
two-tone mirrored finish with 
a quatrefoil raised design. 

Height: 22“

COIL  LAMP
#719540
This glass table lamp has a 
two-tone mirrored finish with 
a quatrefoil raised design. 

Height: 28“

BUMPS LAMP
#724066
This square shaped glass body 
with rounded edges is finished 
in copper mercury and sits atop 
of an antique metal base.

Height: 30.5”
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GLASS  NEUTRAL

PAX LAMP
#723158
This art glass table lamp is  
contemporary with a bubbled 
and oversized body.

Height: 28“

DONNY LAMP
#718629
This art glass body has a gold leaf 
speckle throughout the body.

Height: 31.5“

GEORGE  LAMP
#719194-1
This seeded art glass body  
is finished in warm grey  
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 28.25“

MARRY LAMP
#720706-14
This squat shaped seeded glass 
accent table lamp is finished in 
dark smoke.

Height: 19.25”
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GREGGORY LAMP
#715718-2
This hand blown art glass lamp 
is made of a grey sea glass  
with a sand-blasted finish.

Height: 29“

JACEY  LAMP
#723026-1
This art glass table lamp finished 
in grey and has an eloquent feel 
with its elongated body and 
crystal base.

Height: 36.75“

DORIS  LAMP
#716976-2
This clear round body is made 
from recycled glass.

Height: 25“

GLASS  NEUTRAL

JACKIE  LAMP
#720125
This glass cylinder lamp has a metal 
cylinder insert shining from within. 

Height: 29.5“
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JUDE LAMP YELLOW
#723415-3
This squat ceramic fluted table 
lamp sits atop a crystal base. 
It is simple and vibrant.

Height: 28“

JUDE LAMP WHITE
#723415-6
This squat ceramic fluted table 
lamp sits atop a crystal base. 
It is simple and vibrant.

Height: 28“

CERAMIC

QUINN LAMP
#720595
This ceramic table lamp  
is detailed with a raised  
diamond pattern.

Height: 27“

LUMP LAMP
#720805
This ceramic table lamp has  
a protruding peg motif and  
is finished with a crackle glaze.

Height: 19.5“

ROSIE  LAMP
#718973-1
This simple ceramic silhouette 
lamp sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 30“

SHARK LAMP
#719522-1
This simple ceramic table lamp 
has a spherical body and sits 
atop a crystal base.

Height: 25“
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ETHAN LAMP
#723180-1
This ceramic table lamp has  
a double gourd body and  
sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 29.75“

PARK LAMP
#723161-3
This turquoise ceramic table lamp 
has a double gourd fluted body 
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 30“

CERAMIC

TOPHER LAMP
#719398
This fluted ceramic table lamp 
is finished with a crackle glaze.

Height: 29.25“

YATES  LAMP
#719399-1
This oversized ceramic body  
is fluted and finished with  
a crackle glaze.

Height: 29.75“

RIBS  LAMP
#720918-3
This fluted ceramic table lamp 
is finished in a grey crackle glaze.

Height: 31.5”

CHINA LAMP
#721595-2
This ceramic body table 
lamp has ribbed edges 
with a worn grey finish.

Height: 26.5”
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ADLER  LAMP
#723431-1
This ceramic table lamp  
is pearlized and finished  
with a ribbed design.

Height: 27“

HENDRICKS  LAMP
#723890-1
This ceramic body is 
accented by vertical lines.

Height: 29“

CLARA LAMP
#721455
This squat ceramic table lamp 
features an open design and 
sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 25.5“

CERAMIC

BEE LAMP
#724065
This white honeycomb  
ceramic table lamp sits  
atop a crystal base.

Height: 23.75

CUT LAMP
#716327-4
This double gourd honeycomb 
ceramic table lamp is finished 
with metallic plating.

Height: 27”

WEAVE TALL LAMP
#724064
This white weave ceramic 
table lamp sits atop a 
crystal base.

Height: 29”

BAMBOO LAMP
#721394
This oversized ceramic sphere 
table lamp is highlighted by  
a bamboo belt.

Height: 26”

WEAVE SHORT LAMP
#724064-P3
This white weave ceramic 
table lamp sits atop a 
crystal base.

Height: 22”
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METAL

BANYAN LAMP
#718935
This aluminum table lamp has a twig 
design and is painted in gold,  
giving it a modern feel.

Height: 30“

RAMSY LAMP
#AL-5110/990
This nickel-plated ram’s head sits 
on a simple rectangular base.

Height: 33.5“

WILD LAMP
#720816
This scultped metal table lamp 
has a distressed twig design 
and sits atop a marble base. 

Height: 28“

PUMBA LAMP
#SIM-003-PM-18847
This aluminum table lamp 
has a casted animal head  
with an antique brass finish. 

Height: 29.5“

TREE  LAMP
#721626
This cast aluminum tree branch 
body is finished in gold leaf 
and sits atop a marble base.

Height: 26.5”

LUCK LAMP
#JO-1694
This squat metal table lamp has 
a hammered motif and matte black 
bottom. It is topped with a hard 
back drum shade.

Height: 19“
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METAL

MOE FLOOR LAMP
#717174-1
This caged cast aluminum floor 
lamp has an open design. 

Height: 63“

MOE TABLE  LAMP
#718305-2
This caged cast aluminum table 
lamp has an open design. 

Height: 29.5“

MAGNOL IA  LAMP
#721306
This metal table lamp has a  
cylindrical body with pierced 
accents.

Height: 29“

LACY  LAMP
#IT-002
This elegant metal table lamp 
has a twisted design with  
a nickel-plated finish.

Height: 30.5“, French wired

TWIST  LAMP
#1653A
This open metal table lamp has  
a twisted design that is hand bent,  
making each piece unique. 

Height: 19.5“
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OPHEL IA  LAMP
#721543
This triple square ring stacked 
table lamp in gold leaf sits  
atop a marble base.

Height: 28.5“, French wired

METAL

SCARSDALE  LAMP
#TM06726
This open metal, nested sphere 
lamp sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 22“

DEANNA LAMP
#721545
This double infinity shaped metal 
lamp is finished with gold leaf  
and sits atop a marble base.

Height: 26“, French wired

CHERRY LAMP
#721464
This petite table lamp has a metal 
orb body and sits on a marble base. 

Height: 20.25“

CELL  LAMP
#720413
This open metal table lamp has a 
spherical body finished in bronze. 

Height: 26“

CROSS  LAMP
#715308-2
This open metal weave table 
lamp is finished in a washed 
black tone.

Height: 29.5”
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METAL

OVAL  LAMP
#SK-001
This open metal table lamp 
is finished in brushed steel 
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 31”

GREEDY  LAMP
#SK-004A
This contemporary metal body 
table lamp has an antique mercury  
glass shade and sits atop  
a marble base.

Height: 24”

DIRECT  LAMP
#721949
This hand made metal snow 
flake body in gold leaf sits 
atop a marble base.

Height: 26”

RIVET  LAMP
#721769
This sheet metal table lamp 
is faceted with rivets and 
finished in natural tones.

Height: 29”

REED  LAMP
#1737
This metal table lamp has 
a two-tone finish with nickel-
plating and gold accents.

Height: 28“

SAFARI  LAMP
#JO-7091
This cast aluminum table lamp has 
an oversized hammered body and 
is finished in antique brass. 

Height: 27.5“
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MEMPHIS TABLE LAMP
#716038-2
This metal spindle table lamp  
is finished in antique brass.

Height: 31.5“

MEMPHIS FLOOR LAMP
#717281-2
This metal spindle floor lamp  
is finished in antique brass.

Height: 64.5“

HARMON LAMP
#722023-1
This continuous metal rod table 
lamp is completed where the 
body transitions to the base.

Height: 26.5“

METAL  CLASS IC

MINT LAMP
#AL-1659-NP
This elegant metal table lamp  
has a fluted body with a  
nickel-plated finish.

Height: 32“

RHOMBUS LAMP
#721862
This sheet metal angular table 
lamp is finished in brass tones.

Height: 27”
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CHAPPAQAU BUFFET LAMP
#TL6296
This simple metal ring buffet lamp 
is finished in brushed steel 
and sits atop a marble base.

Height: 35”

CHAPPAQUA FLOOR LAMP
#FL6297
This simple metal ring floor lamp 
is finished in brushed steel 
and sits atop a marble base.

Height: 62”

CHAPPAQUA TABLE LAMP
#LS-160131
This simple metal ring sits atop  
a marble base.

Height: 25“

METAL  CLASS IC
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PORTOF INO TABLE  LAMP
NICKEL  PLATED
#723289-2
This sleek table lamp has crisp lines and  
a greek key design with a nickel-plated finish.

Height: 28“

PORTOF INO TABLE  LAMP 
ANT IQUE  BRASS
#723289-3
This sleek table lamp has crisp lines and 
a greek key design with an antique brass finish.

Height: 28“

PORTOF INO FLOOR LAMP
NICKEL  PLATED
#723296-1
This sleek floor lamp has crisp lines 
and a greek key design 
with a nickel-plated finish.

Height: 58“

PORTOF INO FLOOR LAMP
ANTIQUE  BRASS
#723296
This sleek floor lamp has crisp lines  
and a greek key design 
with an antique brass finish.

Height: 58“

METAL  CLASS IC
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METAL  CLASS IC

VAMP TABLE  LAMP
#OM-8078
This matte black table lamp  
has gold hardware, giving 
it an elegant feel. 

Height: 23.5“

BELLE  TABLE  LAMP
#SL-07
This sleek angled table lamp 
is finished in nickel and copper.

Height: 25“

BELLE  FLOOR LAMP
#SL-08
This sleek angled floor lamp 
is finished in nickel and copper.

Height: 56“
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RES IN

BELT  LAMP
#721768
This faux wood poly resin table lamp 
is finished in a washed grey tone. 

Height: 28.5”

BO LAMP
#718900
This faux wood table lamp  
is finished in a white wash.

Height: 26.75“

SHARKSKIN  LAMP
#721755
This cylindrical table lamp is made  
of faux shagreen fabric and accented 
with metal caps in a brass finish.

Height: 29.5”
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TROY LAMP
#720608
This stacked resin and metal table  
lamp features gold accents and  
a dark walnut finish.

Height: 29.5“

RES IN

DARCY LAMP
#721792-1
This resin and metal table lamp 
has a tapered body accented 
with a gold base.

Height: 27“

F IDDLE  LAMP
#721819
This solid resin table lamp has an accenting 
metal band finished in bronze.

Height: 21.5“

KRAMER LAMP
#720681
This solid resin table lamp with 
metal accents has a masculine feel. 

Height: 28.5“
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CRYSTAL

JASMINE  LAMP
#721453
This tall rectangular table lamp 
is stacked metal and crystal.

Height: 27.25“

PAMPAS LAMP
#721391
This tall cylindrical table lamp 
is stacked metal and crystal.

Height: 28.5“

WHITF I ELD  LAMP
#723461
This four-sideed, tapered-
column table lamp is made 
from solid crystal.

Height: 27“, French wired

VENUS  LAMP
#P50716
This columnesque table lamp 
is made from solid crystal.

Height: 30”, French wired

HOLLY  LAMP
#1091447
This petite crystal accent lamp 
has a spherical body.

Height: 15.75“

NELSON LAMP
#723452
This solid crystal table lamp 
has an elegant shape that 
creates a sophisticated feel.

Height: 23.75“, French wired

AZALEA  LAMP
#721491
This solid crystal table lamp 
has an egg shaped body. 

Height: 21“

BEAUFORD LAMP
#717446
This baluster shaped table lamp 
is made from solid crystal.

Height: 33.5“
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L IAM LAMP
#721567
This table lamp has an open acrylic 
ring with brass metal accents and 
sits atop a marble base.

Height: 28“

CONNECT  LAMP
#721611
This key hole shaped acrylic table 
lamp sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 31”

SODA LAMP TALL
#720380
This crystal cylindrical table lamp  
is highlighted by bubbles within  
the body and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 25.75“

DOT LAMP
#721713
This art glass ball has a dotted 
pattern within the glass and sits 
atop a crystal base.

Height: 19.5”

ACRYL IC

THE RED  LAMP
#718337-2
This table lamp is a crystal cube 
base attached to simple tubing 
and a spun metal dome shade.

Height: 26.25“

HEXAHEDRON LAMP
#721834
This hexagon shaped crystal body is 
accented with a metal cap and base. 

Height: 31”

CRYSTAL
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NATURAL  WOOD

COOPER LAMP
#1613
This wooden and metal table 
lamp is finished in brushed 
steel and dark walnut.

Height: 27“

GABE  LAMP
#1617
This copper table lamp is accented 
with wooden base.

Height: 20“

NESSA LAMP MEDIUM
#SIM-004-S
This organic wood table lamp has a 
simple wax finish and is hand cut, making 
each piece unique. Grain of the wood 
may vary and will crack with time. 

Height: 22.5“

F IR  LAMP
#721492
This large sphere is made of wood  
and is accented by a metal belly band. 

Height: 26.25“

NUGGET  LAMP
#723501
This simple round driftwood 
body is made to look rustic 
and unfinished.

Height: 21.5“

NESSA LAMP LARGE
#SIM-004-L
This organic wood table lamp has 
a simple wax finish and is hand 
cut, making each piece unique. 
Grain of the wood may vary and 
will crack with time. 

Height: 27.5“
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NATURAL  WOOD

ROXY TABLE  LAMP
#2366V
This wooden spotlight table lamp 
is accented with brass accents.

Height: 20“

ROXY  FLOOR LAMP
#2366W
This wooden spotlight floor lamp 
is accented with brass accents.

Height: 64“

DUDLEY  LAMP
#L-515
This wooden task lamp is accented 
with a copper head.

Height: 22“

DUEY  LAMP
#L-930
This matte black wooden task lamp 
is accented with a copper head.

Height: 22“
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ARTY  LAMP
#718414
This stacked table lamp is wrapped 
with rope and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 28.5“

NATURAL  LEATHER

THEO LAMP
#447
This solid rectangular table lamp 
is finished with chocolate leather 
and brass accents.

Height: 27“

PERRY  LAMP
#4025
This table lamp has a glass globe 
body and is finished with leather 
belt straps and a leather base. 

Height: 27“

CORBIN  LAMP
#PM-15881
This nickel-plated table lamp  
is finished with a leather belt 
and leather base.

Height: 21“

NATURAL  ROPE
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NATURAL  MOTHER OF  PEARL/CAP IZ  SHELL

MAY LAMP
#721088
This elegant table lamp is stacked 
with mother of pearl and crystal.

Height: 28.5“

MARA LAMP
#715435
This mother of pearl table lamp 
exudes elegance with its inlayed 
floral pattern and crystal base.

Height: 27.75“

REDBUD LAMP
#721538
This capiz shell ring table lamp 
sits atop a marble base.

Height: 27“

OPRAH LAMP
#720993
This stacked capiz shell table lamp 
is accented with bronze metal. 

Height: 30.25“

DAKOTA LAMP
#723365
This capiz shell table lamp 
has triple stacked balls 
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 27.5“

HACKETT  LAMP
#800636-1
This colorful mother of pearl table 
lamp has a spherical body and sits 
atop a stacked crystal base. 

Height: 19.5“
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NATURAL  STONE

MOROCCO LAMP
#723403
This solid marble table lamp has 
a simple rectangular body. Grain  
of the marble may vary. 

Height: 27“

PEACH LAMP
#723604
This four-sided, tapered-column 
table lamp is made from solid 
concrete.

Height: 27“

AC LAMP
#721690
This cylindrical table lamp is made 
of solid concrete and metal in brass 
finished to compliment. 

Height: 24.5“
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SP IETH  LAMP
#720418
This solid marble table lamp 
has tear dropped body.  
Grain of the marble may vary.  

Height: 17.5“

CANON LAMP
#720419
This four-sideed, tapered-column  
table lamp is made from solid marble. 
Grain of the marble may vary.

Height: 27.25“

GINGHAM LAMP
#721544
This interlaced ring lamp has 
a gold leaf finish and sits atop 
a marble base.

Height: 25.25“

NATURAL  STONE

LION LAMP
#721574
This solid marble table lamp has 
a simple and elegant rectangular 
base with a brushed steel metal 
accents.

Height: 21.25“

SMOKE  LAMP
#721573
This solid marble table lamp has 
a simple and elegant rectangular 
base with a brushed steel metal 
accent band. 

Height: 20“

MBL  LAMP
#721660
This cylindrical table lamp is made 
from marble and accented with 
a brass metal cap.

Height: 26.25”
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NATURAL  STONE

LEO LAMP BLUE
721030-2
This natural agate table lamp has a three 
way switch featuring a night light.  
No two pieces of agate are exactly alike.

Height: 24.75“

LEO  LAMP NEUTRAL
#721030
This natural agate table lamp has a three 
way switch featuring a night light.  
No two pieces of agate are exactly alike.

Height: 24.75“
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ECHO LAMP
#BN-06
This elegant table lamp has an  
inlayed design with natural bone.

Height: 28.5“

NATURAL  HORN/BONE

AVA LAMP
#BN-04
This elegant table lamp has an inlayed 
design with natural bone.

Height: 27“

CRAWL LAMP
#OM-3661
This table lamp features a natural horn 
that sits on a nickel- plated base. 
Color and grain of the horn may vary. 

Height: 25“

BEEFBONE  LAMP
#721631-1
This stacked faux horn and metal 
table lamp is hand finished 
making each piece unique.

Height: 25.75”

JAY  LAMP
#IMP-1001
This table lamp features a natural horn  
semi-sphere that sits on a nicke-plated base.  
Color and grain of the horn may vary. 

Height: 26“
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TAJ  PENDANT
#1116MC
This metallic copper-plated 
drop pendant is accented 
with a wooden cap.

Height: 19“

HONEYCOMB PENDANT
#JO-1750-L
This vintage iron pendant has 
an oval body with a slat design. 

Dimensions: 11” x 11” x 14.5”

PENDANTS

AMOS PENDANT 
COPPER
#14528-C
This drop pendant is copper-
plated and hammered.

Height: 14“

AMOS PENDANT 
N ICKEL
#14528
This drop pendant is nickel-
plated and hammered.

Height: 14“

FRAY  PENDANT
#95504
This nickel-plated pendant  
features a frayed bottom edge.

Height: 15“

L INK  PENDANT
#723354
This pendant is constructed 
from single glass links that hang 
independent from the structure.  
Minimal assembly required. 

Height: 20“
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PENDANTS

IRA PENDANT
#2239-K
This large wooden pendant 
has brass accents.

Height: 12“

ALAN PENDANT WIDE
#2317-L
This wide wooden pendant 
has a slat design.

Height: 16“

ALAN PENDANT TALL
#2317-Q
This narrow wooden pendant 
has a slat design.

Height: 28“

ST ITCH PENDANT
#10436
This iron patchwork pendant is 
accented with a wooden cap. 

Height: 15.5“

SL ICK  PENDANT
#10665
This sleek copper-plated 
pendant has a dome shape. 

Height: 13“

F I F I  PENDANT
#L-1303
This metallic brass-plated drop pendant 
is accented with a wooden cap. 

Height: 15“
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2017  CATALOG SIMON BLAKE INTERIORS

S IMONE
#54868
This decorative textured metal  
spinning is finished in gold and  
sits atop a marble base.

Height: 16“

PRETZEL  ACCESSORIES
#54867L/S
These decorative textured metal 
pretzels are painted gold with an 
open twist design. Set of two.

Dimensions: 9” x 11”, 10” x 15”

OCTOPUS  ACCESSORY
#PM-18199
Nickel-plated octopus accessory 
with felt base.

Dimensions: 15” x 14” x 6”

DECORATIVE  ACCESSORIES

TAUREN ACCESSORY
#RA2015-6
This steer casting is made from resin 
and sits atop a crystal base.

Height: 16.75“

TOWER OBEL ISK
#37155
This natural bone obelisk is 
inlayed with a chevron pattern.

Height: 20“
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SIMON BLAKE INTERIORS 2017  CATALOG

DECORATIVE  ACCESSORIES

KEANE  BOOKENDS
#PM-16599
These black leather bookends feature brass accents. 

Height: 6“

TURNER BOOKENDS
#QE-7121
These nickel-plated bookends embody shining valves. 

Height: 6“

OLAF  ACCESSORY
#36418-L
This natural horn sits atop a 
simple base, creating an elegant 
decorative accessory.

Height: 21“

WINTER  VASES
#QE-1017-LG
These nickel-plated vases feature  
a birch tree motif. Set of two.

Height: 19”, 22.5”

CHOW VASE  LARGE 
#717461
This cylinder vase is accented 
by three-dimensional irregular 
shaped blue bubbles.

Height: 17“
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TERMS AND CONDIT IONS
Simon Blake Interiors, LLC (“SBI”) is the creator, marketer, distributor and seller of lighting fixtures including table and floor models, pendants and 
other decorative accessories. SBI is dedicated to providing quality products. Its mission and purpose are to serve every need of its customer 
(“Customer”) to their utmost and complete satisfaction. 
  
GENERAL :  SBI retains all rights to the product designs and images on its website. Customer must obtain SBI’s permission for use of any SBI product 
design(s) and image(s), and SBI has the right to refuse the use of any product design/image provided.
 
PRIC ING:  Prices are listed by item number and priced in U.S. dollars. Prices are subject to change without notice.
 
PRIC ING D ISCLA IMER: SBI strives to give its Customers accurate content, including product information, terms, pricing and visual images.   
Terms, pricing and item availability are subject to change without notice. SBI reserves the right to limit quantities. Prices displayed are subject to  
final approval at the time of order fulfillment. While SBI tries in good faith to make sure that the information displayed is accurate, SBI is not  
responsible and disclaims liability for any typographical errors and/or technical inaccuracies. 
 
MINIMUM ORDER REQUIREMENTS :
        Stocking Dealer:  $ 1,000.00  –  Initial Order;    $500.00 – Reorder
        Designer:             $    500.00  –  Initial Order;    No minimum – Reorder
 
METHOD OF  PAYMENT:  SBI accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover, as well as bank checks and wire transfer of funds.
 
CREDIT  TERMS:  Initial orders are accepted on a prepaid or credit card basis only. Prepaid orders require a wire transfer prior to shipment.  
All Customers must have on file a valid, current credit card which includes account name, account number, billing address, expiration date and security 
code.  Credit cards are charged at time of shipments. A valid state sales Tax ID No. must be provided to SBI before Customer’s initial order to establish 
an account with SBI.
  
NET  30  TERMS:  The privilege of net 30 terms is offered to Customers who have submitted a satisfactory credit application with references, and is 
available for only second and subsequent order(s). According to the policy and practice of SBI, “Net 30” constitutes payment of any balance due 
within thirty (30) days of the invoice date.
 
DEL IVERY:  SBI is a ship as ready company. All new items may take up to ninety (90) days to receive from the date a purchase order is confirmed.  
 In stock items are generally delivered within one (1) to two (2) weeks from date a purchase order is confirmed. SBI cannot guarantee or hold stock.  
SBI will undertake any reasonable accommodation(s), and exert its best efforts to meet and to satisfy a request/need of its Customer, but due to size, 
delivery requirements and other factors, SBI cannot, and does not, guarantee that the requested date shall be met.
 
BACKORDERS :  SBI makes every reasonable effort to ship product as quickly as possible. If a back-order situation arises, SBI represents that it will ship 
the back-ordered goods (without additional notice) as soon as the items become available.
 
SHIPP ING :  For Customers that are Stocking Dealers, orders are generally shipped by pallet, case pack only.  SBI uses common carriers and we cap 
freight at different percentages based on what region of the country Customer is hipping to. See SBI’s freight table on its website.  No COD shipments 
are accepted.   For Designer Customers, orders are generally shipped by common carrier, and SBI will use FedEx or UPS for smaller size purchase 
orders.  Drop ship orders will be charged a $25.00 drop ship fee in addition to regular shipping. All drop shipments require approval unless you are 
a pre-approved drop ship merchant.
 
REFUSED  SH IPMENTS :  All refused shipments are subject to a twenty-five percent (25%) re-stocking fee, as well as shipping charges in all directions.
 
DAMAGES :  In the event of damage found on arrival as to any shipment, Customer is entitled to refuse/decline acceptance, which refusal/declination 
must be noted specifically (in detail) on the delivery receipt. Photos are required of any claimed damage of the packaging, in addition to the  
product itself, to file and to perfect a claim. In the event of the discovery of any “concealed” damage, Customer must file/forward a detailed report 
to/with SBI within ten (10) days of receipt of goods, or the (any) such claim may be denied/rejected. SBI has available “Damage Claim Forms”  
which must be used, completed and submitted, together with appropriate and relevant documentation (such as images, pictures, etc.) to  
info@simonblakeinteriors.com.  Any shortages of product/goods must also be noted on the delivery receipt, and reported to SBI within ten (10) days 
of receipt of the product/goods.
 
RETURNS:  SBI will not accept returns and/or damaged merchandise without a “Return Authorization” obtainable by contacting, in advance,  
info@simonblakeinteriors.com. Any and all returns for reason(s) other than shipping damage and/or manufacturer defect are subject to a twenty-five 
percent (25%) restocking fee, in addition to shipping and handling charges in all directions.
 
CANCELLAT ION POL ICY:  SBI may accept, in its sole discretion, cancellation of any order prior to shipment. SBI is to be contacted by telephone at 
(212) 995-0445 or info@simonblakeinteriors.com to request cancellation of the order. Absent confirmation from SBI that an order has been cancelled, 
Customer may be held responsible for payment of the invoice, including any shipping and handling charges.

Please refer to www.simonblakeinteriors.com for a complete description of SBI’s terms and conditions. 



212.995.0445 
info@simonblakeinteriors.com


